
Galatians 5 P3 

 

GETTING THE GOSPEL RIGHT (GTGR) (GAL 5:13-14) 

As discussed in previous studies, the reason Paul wrote the book of Galatians was so that the churches in that region could/would 
get the gospel right. This then is the letter’s overarching general/main theme: Getting the Gospel Right. Every principle/truth 
established in the letter therefore has this as its purpose (GTGR!).  

17. GTGR requires a proper understanding of our freedom in Christ. 

Though it is not something that may initially come to mind when we think of possessing a right/proper understanding of the gospel, 
the two work almost in tandem: The liberty/freedom I believe I have in Christ plays directly into what I think/believe about the 
gospel (and whether or not I am GTGR). As we shall discover in (13-14), Paul's understanding of such freedom is very different than 
how many today have chosen to understand it.  

17.1. (13a) "For you were called to freedom, brothers" =  As discussed in the previous verses, Paul's use of the word "freedom" is in 
reference to the liberty secured by Christ in relation to the OC clean laws (1-3 -"circumcision"). No longer would a person need to 
observe such laws in order to be right (i.e. justified) before God. Instead such justification would be afforded to all who simply put 
faith in Christ (4-5 -"justified by the law" v. "by faith we wait for the hope of righteousness"1). In other words, He had become the 
"new clean law" - the fulfillment of the old (circumcision = Col 2:11; sacrifice = Heb 10:12; Sabbath = Heb 3:14-4:11; separation = 
Heb 13:9-13). That being said, Paul's concern for the Galatians is greater than just their  (re)- enslavement to the OC clean laws as 
though still necessary (the propaganda of the Judaizers). More practically put,  it's not just legalism (obedience is necessary to 
something other than what God commands) that Paul sees as the enemy to the Galatians' new covenant freedom, there is also the 
threat of antinomianism (obedience is not necessary to what God does command)2.  

17.2. How many within Evangelicalism today view Paul's statements about freedom = They are seen as referring to more than just 
freedom from the OC clean laws but the entirety of God's OC (or OT) Law. In other words, that Paul is actually affirming (rather than 
rejecting) antinomianism! 

17.3. Examples from the outposts of Evangelicalism: 

 17.3.1. "[the]Galatians have been freed ...in order to live in the freedom of the new creation, not to move from one 
 bondage-that of idols-to another-that of Torah (i.e. Old Covenant Law)." - T. Gallant 

 17.3.2. "By affirming that Christ has set us free, the apostle points...to our release from real obligation to obey the Law" 
 - E. Huxtable 

 17.3.3. "The liberty that Paul was speaking of [in Galatians 5] is specifically the freedom from the oppression of the Old 
 Testament Law" - A. Wommack 

 17.3.4. "The state or condition in which we have been called to salvation, is one of liberty. Gospel liberty consists in... 
 freedom from the Mosaic yoke." -R. Jamieson, A.R. Fausset, D. Brown 

 17.3.5.  "if ever you are putting the Gospel to another person, you’ve got a very good test whether you are 
 preaching the Gospel in the right way. What’s that? Well, let me put it like this to you: If your presentation of  
 the Gospel does not expose it to the charge of Antinomianism [rejection of the OT law as relevant/necessary to Christian 
 salvation] you are probably not putting it correctly." - M Lloyd-Jones  

17.4. How we know that Paul is indeed rejecting (rather than affirming) antinomianism (in these verses):  

 17.4.1. By his rejection of the flesh/sin which - by definition, is antinomianism 

 (13b) "Only do not use your freedom as an opportunity for the flesh"= As is common in the writings of Paul, "flesh" refers 
 to the sin (or sinful desires) brought on by our fallen nature (Rom 7:5). As such, similar instruction to Paul's words here ("do 
 not use...as an opportunity" = neglect/mortify) is given elsewhere (e.g. Rom 8:12-13).   

 

 However, it is impossible to neglect/mortify such sin (or "flesh") without also rejecting antinomianism since this is what 
 defines it (1Jo 3:4 - "sin is  lawlessness" = avnomi,an = transliterated to English this spells "anomian" or "antinomian", 

                                                           
1 "justified" (dikaiou/sqe) versus "righteousness"(dikaiosu,nhj). The dikaio root found in the latter indicates its commonality in meaning: it too is 
referring to justification (e.g. Gal 2:21 - dikaiosu,nhj translated "justification"). 
2 An alternative (clearer?) break-down of verses 1-14 would be: #16. GTGR means rejecting legalism (1-12), #17. GTGR means (also) rejecting 
antinomianism (13-14). 



 Hence, what John is saying is "sin is antinomian(ism) -i.e. to be against or without the Law. This includes all degrees - 
 Mat 24:12; Rom 6:19. Being guilty   of antinomianism therefore does not require rejection of all the Law, but simply any 
 portion of God's law-even the least, see Mat 5:19)3 

 17.4.2. By his concern to see that the entire Law is fulfilled (or followed) 

  (13c-14) "but through love serve one another. For the whole law is fulfilled in one word, 'you shall love your 
 neighbor as yourself.'" = It is Paul's words (here and elsewhere -e.g. Rom 13:8) that have caused many to see Paul as a kind 
 of hippie-progenitor. It is believed that (by such words) Paul is declaring a new kinder, gentler way to moral living.  What 
 was once Law has now been replaced by love-ins. What ironically escapes their notice is  that Paul's call for love is 
 predicated on the Law!4  The statement (or "one word"), "You shall love your neighbor as yourself" is a direct quote of 
 (Lev 19:18). This portion of the Mosaic code Jesus mentions as the second greatest commandment and summation of God's 
 Old Testament Law (Mat 22:39-40) - a truth also not lost on Paul ("For the whole law is fulfilled..."). This then is Paul 
 primary  concern. Not simply that the Galatians' would "through love serve one another" but more importantly, that 
 through such love, the entire Law would be fulfilled or followed. As such, hardly could it be said, Paul is throwing out the 
 Law (i.e. affirming antinomianism)! Paul therefore not only saw the Law as no threat to the Christian's new life, but as key 
 to the loving service expected of all in the church in relation to one another (1Jo 5:1-2; Rom 13:8-10) - note the vital 
 distinction in focus: it is not love accomplishing the Law, but the Law accomplishing love (Joh 14:15).  

17.5. As it relates to antinomianism (or the idea that the Law is no longer in force), consider also: 

 17.5.1. Antinomianism was as slanderous/blasphemous an idea to the biblical authors as the belief that someone could 
 earn their salvation (e.g. Rom 3:8 w/3:30)  

 17.5.2. Antinomianism is never affirmed in the bible (in any form) - but rather exists as humanity's (and the biblical record's) 
 biggest problem (since it is the heresy most akin to the nature of sin itself - Gen 3:5)(e.g. Gen 4:3-5; Deu 29:18-20; 1Sa 13:8-
 14, 15:1-24; Isa 1:11-21, 5:24, 42:21-24, 48:17-19; Jer 6:16-21, 7:22-24, 9:12-14, 16:10-12, 19:15, 23:16-17, 32:21-23, 44:10-
 11; Eze 20:11-13; Hos 4:6, 8:1, 11-12; Amo 2:4; Mic 3:9-4:2; Mat 5:17-20 w/15:1-9 w/23:1-3, 28-36; 2Pe 2:1) 

 17.5.3. Antinomianism has likewise been a continuing problem throughout the history of the church. Until 
 Evangelicalism (18th cent.), it was always rejected as damning heresy (2nd cent. = Marcionites;  16th cent = John Agricola, 
 the Philippists; 17th cent. = John Eaton, Tobias Crisp, Anne Hutchinson)  

 So then, a proper understanding of our freedom in Christ requires the rejection of not only legalism - but also antinomianism. Put 
another way, freedom in Christ means that the justification gained by faith alone in Christ must be  maintained through the rejection 
of these heresies and the faithful practice of all of God's law5. 

17.6. Evangelical Objection #1 ("Paul explicitly condemns the Law" - Gal 5:3) Examined: 

 17.6.1. Paul was not against the Law, but its OC administration (Gal 5:2-3, Rom 3:20, 23-25 w/Heb 10:1-4) 

 17.6.2. Paul was not a schizophrenic (Rom 10:4 w/13:8-10). 

17.7. Evangelical Objection #2 ("No-one can keep God's law" - Rom 3:23) Examined: 

 17.7.1. Perfectly "No", Faithfully "Yes" (e.g. 2Ch 34:21, 31-33; Luk 1:6) 

 17.7.2. Perfection is the standard-not the parameter, to covenant maintenance (Deu 28:1-2) 

 17.7.3. Provision for sin is made (for this very reason) (1Jo 2:1-2) 

 17.7.4. This is the product of believing the bible teaches a works-based salvation (e.g. RC Sproul6) 

                                                           
3 Since it is rare to find churches today not adhering to some aspects of God's law (e.g. what church doesn't teach against murder?) it is not 
uncommon for churches to refuse the charge of antinomianism. Yet again, anything less than adherence to all of God's law (a term used to refer to 
the laws est'd by God in the OT) is by definition -"anti-nomos"- (i.e. against the law) or antinomian lawlessness.  
4 Such oversight tends to be the norm today - see for example, Douglas Moo and his "modified Lutheran view" (see Five Views On Law And Gospel). 
5  "The Gospel proclaims liberty from the ceremonial law: but binds you still faster under the moral law. To be freed from the ceremonial law is the 
Gospel liberty; to pretend freedom from the moral law is Antinomianism." - Adam Clarke commenting on Gal 5:13 
6 “In the final analysis the only way any person is ever justified before God is by works. We are saved by works and works alone…(In this sense) the 
grounds of our justification is the works of Christ and Christ alone.” (www.youtube.com/watch?v=p1n214d8XQo). 


